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1. Objectives

Researchers at the University of California, Berkeley (Tom Henzinger and Avidheh Zakhor), the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (Nancy Lynch), the Georgia Institute of Technology (Mostafa Ammar), the University of Michigan (Kang Shin), and Duke University (Kishor Trivedi) have teamed up to investigate foundational and experimental techniques for enabling real-time, fault-tolerant network protocols.

Our overall research goal is to study networking architectures, services, and algorithms which require innovative quality-of-service and fault-tolerance mechanisms. We have focused on multimedia delivery in traditional client-server architectures, both in the case of the Internet and wireless networks, as well as on peer-to-peer content delivery and on mobile ad-hoc networks.

The unique composition of the team brings new synergies to the problem domain which permit the complete illumination of each newly proposed protocol from all angles, from mathematical modeling and analysis to experimental evaluation, from real-time and QoS aspects to fault-tolerance and reliability aspects. Our approach is to improve newly designed protocols through feedback from timing and fault analysis, and to develop new analysis techniques driven by new protocol designs.

2. Status of Effort

We made significant progress in the areas of video streaming, wireless protocols, mobile ad-hoc and sensor networks, peer-to-peer systems, fault-tolerant algorithms, dependability and timing analysis, and real-time networking software design and maintainance. The following highlights, as well as additional accomplishments, will be described below in more detail.

In the area of video streaming, we developed a new rate control...
strategy for wireless streaming, new routing protocols, and a new
technique to determine the playout buffer size required to achieve
smooth video playout when the video is streamed over TCP.

In the area of wireless protocols, we continued our exploration into
the message-ferrying data routing paradigm in challenged, delay
tolerant wireless networks. We developed a distributed airtime-based
admission control protocol and a weighted-fair enhancement to the IEEE
802.11.

For ad-hoc networks, we defined new programming abstractions,
developed algorithms for message flooding, and a tracking algorithm
for sensor networks.

For peer-to-peer systems, we developed and evaluated schemes for
reputation tracking, and we built a content protection architecture
for decentralized peer-to-peer systems.

In the area of fault-tolerant algorithms, we developed consensus
algorithms for optimal resilience with Byzantine shared memory, and
wait-free storage from Byzantine components.

In the area of dependability and timing analysis, we used Markov
regenerative process models to study the availability of
internet-based services, and we developed a general framework for
survivability quantification.

In the area of networking software design and maintenance, we
developed software rejuvenation policies. We also designed virtual
machines and type systems that guarantee the real-time behavior of
software.

3. Accomplishments

3.1 Video Streaming

We developed rate control strategy for wireless streaming scenario,
which results in full utilization of the wireless channel, while not
requiring any modifications to the network infrastructure. The
approach is based on opening multiple end to end connections and
observing delay as a way to determine the optimal number of
connections; Verified the approach experimentally on the Verizon
Wireless 1XRTT network, showing increased throughput. Currently
developing mathematical framework based on Kelly's work to show the
scalability of the approach.

We developed routing protocols for multi-path, unicast, video
streaming over wireless adhoc networks, and verified the results via
NS simulations. Developed theoretical connectivity requirements for
double tree multicast on wireless adhoc networks and showed that they
are not more stringent than that of single tree multicast. Proposed
serial and parallel schemes for constructing double tree multicast.

We developed a new multicast content distribution mechanism based on
k-DAGs, a special Directed Acyclic Graph, where every receiver has at
least k parents, thereby increasing fault tolerance and resiliency to
parent loss. We verified the results via simulations.

TCP video streaming to memory-constrained devices: TCP is one of the
most popular transport protocols for video streaming, even though the
rate variability of TCP makes it difficult to provide good video
quality. To accommodate the variability, video streaming applications
require receiver-side buffering. In current practice, however, there
are no guidelines for the provisioning of the receiver buffer, and
smooth playout is insured through over-provisioning. In this work, we
are interested in memory-constrained devices where it is important to determine the right size for the playout buffer in order to insure a prescribed video quality. To that end, we characterize video streaming over TCP in a systematic and quantitative manner. We first model video streaming system analytically and derive expressions of buffer size requirements based on the model. Our model takes account of three scenarios: 1) when TCP throughput matches video encoding rate, 2) when TCP throughput is smaller than the encoding rate, and 3) when TCP throughput is limited by the maximum window size. Experimental results of both simulations and the Internet experiments validate the model and demonstrate that the minimum buffering delay achieves desired video quality.

Scalable Live Video Streaming to cooperative clients using time shifting and video patching: We considered the problem of how to enable the streaming of live video content from a single server to a large number of clients. One recently proposed approach relies on the cooperation of the video clients in forming an application layer multicast tree over which the video is propagated. Video continuity is maintained as client departures disrupt the multicast tree, using multiple description coded (MDC) streams multicast over several application layer trees. While this maintains continuity, it can cause video quality fluctuation as clients depart and trees are reconstructed around them. We developed a scheme using the transmission of a single-description coded video over an application layer multicast tree formed by cooperative clients. Video continuity is maintained in spite of tree disruption caused by departing clients using a combination of two techniques: 1) providing time-shifted streams at the server and allowing clients that suffer service disconnection to join a video channel of the time-shifted stream, and 2) using video patching to allow a client to catch up with the progress of a video program. Simulation experiments demonstrate that our design can achieve uninterrupted service, while not compromising the video quality, at moderate cost.

Optimal Quality Adaptation for Scalable Encoded Video: The dynamic behavior of the Internet's transmission resources makes it difficult to provide perceptually good quality streaming video. Scalable video encoding techniques have been proposed to deal with this problem. However, an encoded video generally exhibits significant data rate variability to provide consistent visual quality. We are, therefore, faced with the problem of accommodating the mismatch between the available bandwidth variability and the encoded video variability. In this paper, we investigate quality adaptation algorithms for scalable encoded VBR video over the Internet. Our goal is to develop a quality adaptation scheme that maximizes perceptual video quality by minimizing quality variation while at the same time increasing the usage of available bandwidth. We propose an optimal adaptation algorithm and a real time adaptation algorithm based on whether the network conditions are known a priori. Experimental results show that the real time adaptation as well as the optimal adaptation algorithm provide consistent video quality when used over both TFRP and TCP.

3.2 Wireless Protocols

Message ferrying in delay tolerant networks: The Message Ferrying (MF) scheme has been proposed as a strategy for providing connectivity in sparse partitioned ad hoc networks. A set of nodes called ferries are responsible for carrying messages for all nodes in the networks. A ferry periodically moves around the deployed area along a pre-determined route and relays messages between mobile nodes which otherwise cannot communicate with each other directly. The MF scheme relies on the ferry to provide connectivity and is vulnerable to a single point of failure. Also, mobile nodes might take turns to be a ferry since they normally have limited resources. Therefore, ferry replacement is important for robustness in the MF deployment. We
proposed two ferry replacement protocols. The ferry designates its successor in the designation scheme while nodes collaborate and elect one node among themselves as the ferry replacement in the distributed election approach. We evaluated the performance of these two replacement protocols through comprehensive simulation.

We also studied the use of multiple ferries in such networks, which may be necessary to address performance and robustness concerns. We focus on the design of ferry routes. With the possibilities of interaction between ferries, the route design problem is challenging. We presented algorithms to calculate routes such that the traffic demand is met and the data delivery delay is minimized. We evaluated these algorithms under a variety of network conditions via simulations. Our goal is to guide the design of MF systems and understand the tradeoff between the incurred cost of multiple ferries and the improved performance. We showed that the performance scales well with the number of ferries in terms of throughput, delay and resource requirements in both ferries and nodes.

Energy-limited capacity of wireless networks: The performance of large-scale wireless ad hoc networks is often limited by the broadcasting nature of the wireless medium and the inherent node energy constraints. While the impact of the former on network capacity has been studied extensively in the literature, the impact of energy constraints has not received as much attention. We studied the capacity limitations resulting from the energy supplies in wireless nodes. We defined the energy-limited capacity of a wireless network as the maximum amount of data the network can deliver before the nodes run out of energy. This energy-limited capacity is an important parameter in networks where operating lifetime is critical, such as ad hoc networks deployed in hazardous environments and sensor networks. We study two types of sensor networks, either with or without the deployment of base stations that are equipped with unlimited energy to support data forwarding. We derived upper and lower bounds on the energy-limited capacity of these networks. While throughput has been shown to not scale with node density by previous studies, our results show that, depending on the energy consumption characteristics of wireless communication, the energy-limited capacity can scale well in sensor networks. In addition, the deployment of base stations can significantly improve the energy-limited capacity of sensor networks. We also studied ad hoc networks and obtain upper and lower bounds of the energy-limited capacity.

We developed an airtime-based admission control with distributed airtime allocation for QoS support in the multi-rate IEEE802.11e wireless LAN. We developed a unified smooth and fast handoff scheme, based on an enhanced Inter-Access Point Protocol (IAPP), which uniformly facilitates inter- and intra-subnet handoffs. We designed the architecture and protocols for spectral agile wireless networks. We developed an analytical model for performance analysis and implement the spectral agile functionalities in the IEEE 802.11 wireless LANS in ns-2.

We developed smart power-saving mode for IEEE 802.11 WLANs which directs a wireless station to sleep/wake up according to an "optimal" sequence, such that the desired delay performance is guaranteed with minimum energy consumption.

We developed Weighted-Fair and Bandwidth-Efficient Enhancement to the IEEE 802.11. The key idea is that the medium access parameters of each wireless station are properly selected to (1) reflect the relative weights among contending stations, so as to achieve the weighted fairness among them; and (2) reflect the number of stations contending for the wireless medium, so as to maximize the aggregate throughput. We proposed an optimal tradeoff approach that (1) constructs a hybrid routing protocol by combining well-known location-update schemes (i.e., proactive location updates within nodes' local regions and a
distributed location service), and (ii) derives its optimal configuration, in terms of location-update thresholds (both distance- and time-based); to minimize the overall routing overhead.

3.3 Ad-hoc Networks

A Message Ferrying Approach for Data Delivery in Sparse Mobile Ad Hoc Networks: Mobile Ad Hoc Networks (MANETs) provide rapidly deployable and self-configuring network capacity required in many critical applications, e.g., battlefields, disaster relief and wide-area sensing. In this paper we study the problem of efficient data delivery in sparse MANETs where network partitions can last for a significant period. Previous approaches rely on the use of either long-range communication, which leads to rapid drain of mobile nodes' limited battery, or node mobility which suffers low delivery rate and large delays. In this paper we describe a Message Ferrying (MF) approach to address the problem. MF is a mobility-assisted approach which utilizes a set of special nodes called message ferries (or ferries for short) to provide communication service for nodes in the area. The main idea behind the MF approach is to introduce non-randomness in the movement of nodes and exploit such non-randomness to help deliver data. We study two variations of the MF scheme, depending on whether ferries or nodes initiate proactive movement. The MF design exploits the mobility of ferries or nodes to improve data delivery performance and reduce energy consumption in nodes. We evaluate the performance of MF via extensive ns simulations which show MF's efficiency in both message delivery and energy usage under a variety of network conditions.

GeoQuorums: We defined a new programming abstraction for mobile networks: a virtual network consisting of mobile client nodes and virtual static nodes, each of which is an atomic object at a fixed geographical location. We showed how it can be implemented in a mobile setting, and how it can be used to implement a highly fault-tolerant atomic read/write memory.

Virtual mobile nodes: We continued our work on abstractions for mobile networks, this time defining Virtual Mobile Nodes, which move in a pre-planned manner. We showed how such nodes can be implemented using real mobile nodes, which move unpredictably; for example, cars moving in one direction on a road can implement a virtual node that moves in the opposite direction. We sketched several applications, for example, a routing strategy.

Message flooding in sensor networks: We described a simple algorithm for flooding messages in a mobile or sensor network. The algorithm tolerates a variety of failures and network changes, and achieves quite low communication cost. The basic idea is to combine two kinds of communication: flood newly-acquired information immediately, while monitoring in the background to detect when neighboring nodes should be brought up to date.

Gradient clock synchronization: We formulated an interesting "gradient property" for mobile/sensor network clock synchronization: that clocks of nearby processors always be closely synchronized. We proved a fundamental result saying that this property is impossible to achieve under standard network assumptions. Current work in progress: Construct practical clock synch algorithms for sensor/mobile networks, that make use of GPS when available as well as hardware clocks, and that have the "best possible" gradient behavior (subject to the impossibility result).

STALK: a tracking algorithm for sensor networks: We developed a new algorithm for tracking a moving object in a sensor network. The algorithm relies on a hierarchical organization of the network, produced by another algorithm (of Demirbas and Arora). It builds and maintains a tracking path for each object, using leader nodes at
different levels of the hierarchy. It tolerates concurrency and failures; failures are handled efficiently, within the lowest possible level of the hierarchy.

Energy efficient connected clusters for mobile ad hoc networks: The merit of a clustered decomposition for a mobile ad hoc network depends on the application that is meant to use it. A power control based distributed clustering algorithm is proposed that maintains cluster connectivity under reasonable assumptions. The size and sparsity of the clustering is controlled by two parameters: the minimal separation between the clusterheads, and the maximum angular gap between neighboring clusterheads. The optimal value of the latter is derived; this minimizes the transmission power of the clusterheads while guaranteeing connectivity of the cluster graph. Experimental studies show that the algorithm rapidly stabilizes to a new clustered organization after the network topology changes due to node joins and failures.

3.4 Peer-to-Peer Systems

Peer-to-peer system reputation tracking: The success of incentive techniques to motivate freeloaders to contribute resources in Gnutella-like peer-to-peer networks depends on the availability of peer behavior tracking in terms of resource consumption and contribution. Though many reputation systems have been proposed toward the goal of behavior tracking, the overheads incurred in such tracking have received little attention. Consideration of overheads is an important factor in judging the merits of a practical reputation tracking scheme in order to maintain the scalability of the underlying peer-to-peer network. This paper proposes two methods of reputation tracking: strong and weak reputations. These methods differ in the trade-offs between reliability of reputation tracking and the overheads incurred. We formally specify and verify strong reputations and note that while the scheme yields highly reliable reputation tracking, the reliability and overhead trade-offs in weak reputations may present a more viable alternative for certain applications.

Service Differentiation in Peer-to-Peer Networks Utilizing Reputations: As the population of P2P networks increases, service differentiation issues become very important in distinguishing cooperating peers from free-loaders. The basis for service differentiation could either be economic or the fact that the peers differ from each other in the type of services and resources they contribute to the system. Taking the latter approach, this paper makes three contributions: 1) it defines parameters that are suitable for service differentiation in P2P networks, 2) it proposes SDP, a protocol to accomplish service differentiation, and 3) it identifies a set of features that are necessary in a reputation system that measures the contributions of individual peers in the system.

Video streaming in peer-to-peer systems: We developed a novel architecture for streaming video in a dynamic peer-to-peer system using simple, and standards-based single-description video coding.

CITADEL: A Content protection Architecture for Decentralized Peer-to-Peer Systems. There is an increased interest, by content creators and owners, in content protection systems that provide the ability to control or restrict the content that can be shared on peer-to-peer file sharing systems. Some content protection systems have been proposed for centralized peer-to-peer systems (such as Napster) where a central authority controls all indexing and querying. These systems cannot be applied to decentralized peer-to-peer systems since they rely on a central server. Also, such systems limit the ability of end-users to effectively share content and can make the peer-to-peer distribution model resemble a client-server model in many respects. We proposed CITADEL, a novel
content protection architecture designed to operate in decentralized peer-to-peer systems (such as Gnutella). CITADEL enforces a range of protection policies while maintaining an open peer-to-peer distribution model. CITADEL builds a protected file sharing environment over a normal peer-to-peer network using secured content objects and file sharing software enhanced to perform protection operations. A flexible content importation system that is part of CITADEL allows all users to insert new content as well as additional copies of protected content.

A File-Centric Model for Peer-to-Peer File-Sharing Systems:
Peer-to-peer systems have quickly become a popular way for file sharing and distribution. We have focused on the subsystem consisting of peers and their actions relative to a specific file and develop a simple theoretical file-centric model for the subsystem. We began with a detailed model that tracks the complete system state. To deal with the large system state space, we investigated a decomposed model, which not only greatly reduces the complexity of solving the system, but also provides a flexible framework for modeling multiple classes of peers and new system features. Using the model, we can study performance measures of a system, such as throughput, success probability of a file search, and the number of file replicas in the system. Our model can also be used to understand the impact of user behavior and new system features. As examples, we investigated the effect of freeloaders, hold-enabled applications and decoys.

3.5 Fault-Tolerant Algorithms

Optimal resilience with byzantine shared memory: We developed Byzantine Disk Paxos, an asynchronous shared-memory consensus protocol that uses a collection of n<3t disks, t of which may fail by becoming non-responsive or arbitrarily corrupted. We gave two constructions of this protocol, each one based on a different building block. One building block is a shared wait-free safe register. The second building block is a regular register that satisfies a new weak termination (liveness) condition, called finite-write termination (FW-termination). We constructed each of these reliable registers from n<3t base registers, t of which can be non-responsive or Byzantine. This improves the failure resilience of all the previous wait-free constructions in this model.

Optimal resilience wait-free storage from byzantine components: We described the results of our on-going investigation into the possibility and cost of building a survivable store. We considered optimal resilience systems comprising of 3t+1 base storage units, t of which may fail by becoming non-responsive or arbitrarily corrupted. Our contribution includes both algorithms and lower bounds in this model.

Active Disk Paxos with infinitely many processes: We presented an improvement to the Disk Paxos protocol by Gafni and Lamport that utilizes extended functionality and flexibility provided by Active Disks and supports unmediated concurrent data access by an unlimited number of processes. The solution facilitates coordination by an infinite number of clients using finite shared memory. It is based on a collection of read-modify-write objects with faults, that emulate a new, reliable shared memory abstraction called a ranked register.

Light-weight leases for storage-centric coordination: We proposed light-weight lease primitives to leverage fault-tolerant coordination among clients accessing a shared storage infrastructure (such as network attached disks or storage servers). In our approach, leases are implemented from the very shared data that they protect. That is, there is no global lease manager, there is a lease per data item (e.g., a file, a directory, a disk partition, etc.) or a collection thereof. Our lease primitives are useful for facilitating exclusive
access to data in systems satisfying certain timeliness constraints. In addition, they can be utilized as a building block for implementing dependable services resilient to timing failures. In particular, we show a simple lease based solution for fault-tolerant Consensus which is a benchmark distributed coordination problem. Currently, an effort is under way to model and verify the algorithms using the new Timed IOA (TIOA) framework (see below).

Wait-free regular storage from byzantine components: We presented a simple, efficient, and self-contained construction of a wait-free regular register from Byzantine storage components. Our approach combines techniques from the literature on wait-free register constructions with the Byzantine-resilient storage replication methodology. Our construction utilizes a novel building block, called 1-regular register, which can be implemented from Byzantine fault-prone components with the same round complexity as a safe register, and with only a slight increase in storage space.

3.6 Dependability and Timing Analysis

TIOA modeling framework for timed systems: We have assembled a comprehensive monograph on the TIOA model, formulated to be consistent with (a special case of) our recently-developed Hybrid I/O Automata modeling framework. The monograph includes the basic theory, including composition, levels of abstraction, rely-guarantee reasoning, safety vs. liveness, region constructions, etc. Everything is illustrated with simple examples. This is intended to be useful as a general handbook about timed system modeling, for both theoreticians and system developers. It includes the complete theory, as well as suggestions for how to use it to model systems.

Rely-guarantee reasoning for TIOA: We recently extracted a paper from the monograph, this one focusing on rely-guarantee reasoning for timed systems. The main result is a 3-level rely-guarantee technique: to show that A1 || B1 implements A2 || B2, we first weaken A2 and B2 to A3 and B3, respectively. E.g., B3 captures exactly the assumptions about B2 that are needed to show that A1 implements A2. We developed the technique for both safety and liveness properties.

HIOA stability analysis: Sayan Mitra has been continuing his work on analysis methods for systems modeled as Hybrid I/O Automata. This year, he incorporated some stability analysis methods from control theory into his set of methods. For example, working with control theorist Daniel Liberzon, he formulated Liberzon's mixed-mode stability methods within HIOA, and applied them to simple control examples.

PIOA new compositionality results: We have made considerable progress this year on a compositional modeling framework for (asynchronous, nondeterministic) probabilistic systems. First, we have elucidated the problems with earlier definitions for composition and external behavior for PIOAs: those definitions allow the entity that schedules different components so much power that the entire internal branching structure of the PIOAs is exposed. Our new solution to this problem is to restrict the scheduler's power so that its choices can depend only on externally-visible behavior of the components. As an important first step, we have considered a restricted form of PIOA, "switched automata". Switched automata explicitly control their own scheduling, passing control from one to the other via special control actions. We have proved powerful compositionality results for this restricted model. Moreover, we believe that this model forms the right basis for a compositional theory for more general PIOAs---we are working on handling general PIOAs by passing systematically to "switched versions".

Modeling of user perceived Webserver availability: We propose to use
Markov regenerative process (MRGP) models to study the availability of Internet-based services perceived by a Web user, which capture the interactions between the service facility and the user. The necessity of the sophisticated MRGP modeling is evidenced by the comparisons with the corresponding continuous time Markov chain (CTMC) models, which show that the popular convenient CTMC models tend to overestimate user-perceived service unavailabilities by 26% to 125%. We study two different online service scenarios: (1) single-user-single-host and (2) single-user-multiple-host. It is found that user-perceived service unavailability depends not only on the infrastructure's failure-recovery characteristics but also, more importantly, on the user's behavior. Also, for a service provider, to improve users' satisfaction, inventing a fast recovery mechanism is more effective than striving for a more reliable platform given the platform availability is the same.

Model-Based Evaluation: From Dependability to Security: The development of techniques for quantitative, model-based, evaluation of computer system dependability has a long and rich history. A wide array of stochastic techniques are now available, ranging from combinatorial methods, which are useful for quick, rough-cut, analyses, to state-based methods, such as Markov reward models, and detailed, discrete-event, simulation. The use of quantitative techniques for security evaluation is much less common, and has typically taken the form of formal analysis of small parts of an overall design, or experimental 'red team'-based approaches. Alone, neither of these approaches is fully satisfactory, and we argue that there is much to be gained through the development of a sound model-based methodology for quantifying the security one can expect from a particular design. In this work, we survey existing model-based techniques for evaluating system dependability, and summarize how they are now being extended to evaluate system security. We find that many techniques from dependability evaluation can be applied in the security domain, but that significant challenges remain, largely due to fundamental differences between the accidental nature of the faults commonly assumed in dependability evaluation, and the intentional, human, nature of cyber attackers.

Mean Time To Failure Computation for Non-Coherent Systems: A new algorithm based on Binary Decision Diagram (BDD) is proposed for the computation of steady-state mean time to failure (MTTF) of non-coherent repairable systems. We show the efficiency of our algorithm by applying it to some example fault trees, real-life applications, and large fault tree benchmarks.

A Proactive Approach Towards Always-On Availability in Broadband Cable Networks: We propose a high availability design of a CMTS (Cable Modem Termination System) cluster system based on the software rejuvenation technique. This proactive system maintenance technique is aimed to reduce system outages and the associated downtime cost due to the "software aging" phenomenon. Different rejuvenation policies are studied from the perspectives of design, implementation, and availability assessment. To evaluate these policies, stochastic reward net models are developed and solved by SPNP (Stochastic Petri Net Package). Numerical results show that the deployment of software rejuvenation in the system leads to significant improvement in capacity-oriented availability and reduction in downtime cost. The optimization of the rejuvenation interval in the time-based approach and the effect of the prediction coverage in the measurement-based approach are also studied in this paper.

A general Framework of Survivability Quantification: We propose a general survivability quantification framework which is applicable to a wide range of system architectures, applications, failure/recovery behaviors, and desired metrics. We show how this framework can be used to derive survivability measures based on different definitions and extend it to other measures not covered by current definitions which
can provide helpful information for better understanding of system steady state and transient behaviors under failures/attacks. An illustrative example of a telecommunications switching system is given for the ease of discussion. Markov models are developed and solved to depict various aspects of system survivability.

Survivability Analysis of Telephone Service: The telecommunications industry has achieved high reliability and availability for telephone service over decades of development. However, the current design does not aim at providing service survivability when a local switching office fails due to catastrophic damage. In this paper, several survivable architectures for telephone subscriber network are proposed based on common survivability principles. In order to quantitatively assess the effectiveness of design alternatives, a set of analytical models are developed to derive various survivability measures. Numerical results are provided to show how a comprehensive understanding of the system behavior after failure can be achieved through different survivability aspects.

Model Checking Discounted Temporal Properties: Temporal logic is two-valued: a property is either true or false. When applied to the analysis of stochastic systems, or systems with imprecise formal models, temporal logic is therefore fragile: even small changes in the model can lead to opposite truth values for a specification. We present a generalization of the branching-time logic CTL which achieves robustness with respect to model perturbations by giving a quantitative interpretation to predicates and logical operators, and by discounting the importance of events according to how late they occur. In every state, the value of a formula is a real number in the interval $[0,1]$, where 1 corresponds to truth and 0 to falsehood. The boolean operators and and or are replaced by min and max, the path quantifiers E and A determine sup and inf over all paths from a given state, and the temporal operators F and G specify sup and inf over a given path; a new operator averages all values along a path. Furthermore, all path operators are discounted by a parameter that can be chosen to give more weight to states that are closer to the beginning of the path. We interpret the resulting logic DCTL over transition systems, Markov chains, and Markov decision processes. We present two semantics for DCTL: a path semantics, inspired by the standard interpretation of state and path formulas in CTL, and a fixpoint semantics, inspired by the mu-calculus evaluation of CTL formulas. We show that, while these semantics coincide for CTL, they differ for DCTL, and we provide model-checking algorithms for both semantics.

The Element of Surprise in Timed Games: We consider concurrent two-person games played in real time, in which the players decide both which action to play, and when to play it. Such timed games differ from untimed games in two essential ways. First, players can take each other by surprise, because actions are played with delays that cannot be anticipated by the opponent. Second, a player should not be able to win the game by preventing time from diverging. We present a model of timed games that preserves the element of surprise and accounts for time divergence in a way that treats both players symmetrically and applies to all omega-regular winning conditions. We prove that the ability to take each other by surprise adds extra power to the players. For the case that the games are specified in the style of timed automata, we provide symbolic algorithms for their solution with respect to all omega-regular winning conditions. We also show that for these timed games, memory strategies are more powerful than memoryless strategies already in the case of reachability objectives.

3.7 Networking Software Design and Maintenance

Software rejuvenation policies for cluster systems under varying
workload: We have analyzed two software rejuvenation policies of cluster server systems under varying workload, called fixed rejuvenation and delayed rejuvenation. In order to achieve a higher average throughput, we proposed the delayed rejuvenation policy, which postpones the rejuvenation of individual nodes until off-peak hours. Analytic models using the well known paradigm of Markov chains are used. Since the size of the Markov model is nontrivial, automated specification generation, and the solution via stochastic Petri nets is utilized. Deterministic time to trigger rejuvenation is approximated by a 20-stage Erlangian distribution. Based on the numerical solutions of the models, we found that under the given context, although the fixed rejuvenation occasionally yields a higher throughput, the delayed rejuvenation policy seems to outperform fixed rejuvenation policy by up to 11%. We also compared the steady-state system availabilities of these two rejuvenation policies.

Analysis of a two-level software rejuvenation policy: A two-level rejuvenation policy for software systems with degradation process is studied. Both full restarts and partial restarts are considered in this rejuvenation strategy. A semi-Markov process model is constructed, and based on its closed-form solution we obtain the system availability as a bivariate function. Then, the rejuvenation policy is analyzed to maximize the system availability. Several different scenarios of software rejuvenation strategy are demonstrated by numerical examples.

A Measurement-Based Model for Software Rejuvenation: Recently, the phenomenon of software aging, one in which the state of the software system degrades with time, has been reported. This phenomenon, which may eventually lead to system performance degradation and/or crash/hang failure, is the result of exhaustion of operating system resources, data corruption and numerical error accumulation. To counteract software aging, a technique called software rejuvenation has been proposed, which essentially involves occasionally terminating an application or a system, cleaning its internal state and/or its environment and restarting it. We first include faults attributed to software aging in the framework of traditional software fault classification (deterministic and transient), and study the treatment and recovery strategies for each of the fault classes. This helps us understand the nature of software faults and their impact on system availability and performance and aid in choosing the best possible recovery strategy when a fault is triggered. We then propose a measurement-based model to estimate the rate of exhaustion of operating system resources both as functions of time and of the system workload state. A semi-Markov reward model is constructed based on workload and resource usage data collected from the UNIX operating system. We first identify different workload states using statistical cluster analysis and build a state-space model. Corresponding to each resource, a reward function is then defined for the model based on the rate of resource depletion in different states. The model is then solved to obtain estimated times to exhaustion for the resources. The results of the semi-Markov reward model are then fed into a higher level availability model that accounts for failure followed by reactive recovery as well as proactive recovery. This model is then used to derive optimal rejuvenation schedules that maximize availability or minimize downtime cost.

A Workload-based Analysis of Software Aging and Rejuvenation: We present a hierarchical model for the analysis of proactive fault management in the presence of system resource leaks. At the low level of the model hierarchy is a degradation model, in which we use a non-homogeneous Markov chain to establish an explicit connection between resource leaks and the failure rate. With the degradation model we prove that the failure rate is asymptotically constant in the absence of resource leaks and it is increasing as leaks occur and accumulate, which confirms the resource leaks as a aging source. The proactive fault management (PFM) is modeled at the higher level as a
...semi-Markov process. The PFM model takes as input the degradation analysis from the low-level model and allows us to determine an optimal schedule with respect to various system measures.

Schedule Carrying Code: We introduce the paradigm of schedule-carrying code (SCC). A hard real-time program can be executed on a given platform only if there exists a feasible schedule for the real-time tasks of the program. Traditionally, a scheduler determines the existence of a feasible schedule according to some scheduling strategy. With SCC, a compiler proves the existence of a feasible schedule by generating executable code that is attached to the program and represents its schedule. An SCC executable is a real-time program that carries its schedule as code, which is produced once and can be revalidated and executed with each use. We evaluate SCC both in theory and practice. In theory, we give two scenarios, of nonpreemptive and distributed scheduling for Giotto programs, where the generation of a feasible schedule is hard, while the validation of scheduling instructions that are attached to the programs is easy. In practice, we implement SCC and show that explicit scheduling instructions can reduce the scheduling overhead up to 35% and can provide an efficient, flexible, and verifiable means for compiling Giotto programs on complex architectures, such as the TTA.

A Typed Assembly Language for Real-Time Programs: We present a type system for E code, which is an assembly language that manages the release, interaction, and termination of real-time tasks. E code specifies a deadline for each task, and the type system ensures that the deadlines are path-insensitive. We show that typed E programs allow, for given worst-case execution times of tasks, a simple schedulability analysis. Moreover, the real-time programming language Giotto can be compiled into typed E code. This shows that typed E code identifies an easily schedulable yet expressive class of real-time programs. We have extended the Giotto compiler to generate typed E code, and enabled the run-time system for E code to perform a type and schedulability check before executing the code.

Event-driven Programming with Logical Execution Times: We present a new high-level programming language, called xGiotto, for programming applications with hard real-time constraints. Like its predecessor, xGiotto is based on the LET (logical execution time) assumption: the programmer specifies when the outputs of a task become available, and the compiler checks if the specification can be implemented on a given platform. However, while the predecessor language Giotto was purely time-triggered, xGiotto accommodates also asynchronous events. Indeed, through a mechanism called event scoping, events are the main structuring principle of the new language. The xGiotto compiler and run-time system implement event scoping through a tree-based event filter. The compiler also checks programs for determinism (absence of race conditions) and time safety (schedulability).
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5.4 Software Releases

Virtual Embedded and Scheduling Machines, Giotto compiler, and corresponding run-time systems for several target architectures and network simulators. University of California, Berkeley.

IOA code generation: This year our work on code generation for distributed systems from IOA models is coming to fruition. We can now generate runnable code (Java interacting with MPI) for our LAN, automatically and directly from IOA models for distributed algorithms. The algorithm models can be proved correct and analyzed for performance using a range of techniques, including hand analysis, interactive theorem-proving, and model-checking. Thus, we essentially have a method of generating verified code.

TIOA: UPPAAL connection. We are currently producing an extension for the IOA language that incorporates time-passage, using algebraic and differential equations and inequalities to describe "trajectories" of state evolution over time. A sub-language of the general TIOA language has been translated to the UPPAAL source language to enable simulation and model-checking. We are currently working on extending our own simulator and building a new theorem-prover interface (this time to PVS).

Reusable PVS Proof Strategies for Proving Abstraction Properties of I/O Automata. We describe an abstraction specification technique and associated abstraction proof strategies we have developed for timed I/O automata. The new strategies can be used together with existing strategies in the TAME (Timed Automata Modeling Environment) interface to PVS; thus, our new templates and strategies provide an extension to TAME for proofs of abstraction. We illustrate how the extended set of TAME templates and strategies can be used to prove example I/O automata abstraction properties taken from the literature.
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Shin. Invited presentations at University of Florida, Florida Atlantic University, University of Minnesota, Seoul National University, Korea Advanced Institute of Science and Technology, Swedish Royal Institute


6.2 Transitions

Rupak Majumdar PhD graduated in August 2003 and has joined UCLA as Assistant Professor. Ben Horowitz PhD graduated in December 2003 and joined Lawrence Livermore Labs. Carl Livadas PhD graduated in summer 2003 and is now a researcher at Bolt, Beranek and Newman, in the networking group. Daji Qiao completed PhD in December 2003, is now assistant professor at Iowa State University. Li Zou, PhD Received, December 2003, Current Position: Senior Software Engineer -- Brion Technologies, Santa Clara, CA. Minaxi Gupta, PhD defended: July 2004, Accepted position as Assistant Professor, Dept. of Computer Science, Indiana University, Bloomington, IN.

Christoph Kirsch, a postdoc with the project, joined the University of Salzburg, Austria, as Professor. Marco Sanvido, another postdoc, joined VMware.

The IOA toolset is readily available. It is being used, for example, by:

* Dr. Nancy Griffeth, formerly of AT&T and now at Lehmann College. She is using it to model, simulate, and study Internet protocols.

* Dr. Chryssis Georgiou, of University of Cyprus. He is using it to generate actual distributed code for a LAN from IOA distributed algorithm descriptions. With the help of MIT undergrad Panayiotis Mavrommatis he has developed and run implementations of leader election, spanning tree, and broadcast algorithms.

* Dr. Frits Vaandrager (Nijmegen) has been using the IOA toolset in his course on Protocol Validation.

The Giotto toolset is being used for real-time programming courses in Kiel, Germany, Salzburg, Austria, and at UC Berkeley.
Kang Shin gave talks and discussed technology transfer at Intel Santa Clara (California) and Hillsboro (Oregon), HP Labs at Palo Alto (California), IBM T. J. Watson Research Center, Ford Motor Company's Scientific Research Labs, Hyundai Automotive Technology Center (Korea), Samsung Electronics Software Center (Korea), and Philips Research USA (Briar Cliff, NY). We are closely collaborating with HP, Intel, Samsung, and Philips.
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